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Lord of the rings return of the king extended version length

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates This article is about the 2003 film. For Tolxin's book, see The Return of the King. For other uses, see The Return of the King (uncertainty). 2003 fantasy film directed by Peter Jackson The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the KingTheatrical release posterDirected byPeter
JacksonProduced by Barrie M. Osborne Peter Jackson Fran Walsh Screenplay by Fran Walsh Philippa Boyens Peter Jackson Based on The Kingby Return of the Kingby J. R. TolkienStarring Elijah Wood Ian McKellen Liv Tyler Viggo Mortensen Sean Astin Cate John Rhys-Davies Billy Hill Billy Boyd Dominic Monaghan
Orlando Bloom Hugo Weaving Miranda Serkis Ian Holm SelkirkProductioncompanies New Line Cinema[1] WingNut Films[1] Distributed byNew Line Cinema[1]Release date 1 December 2003 (2003-12-01) (Embassy Theatre) 17 December 2003 (2003). -12-17) (United States) 2003. December 18, 2003 (2003-12-18)
(New Zealand) The 1970 epic fantasy adventure film, directed by Peter Jackson and based on J.D. Jackson, was the first time that he was killed in a 1980s movie. The film is the final installment in the Lord of the Rings trilogy and is produced by Barry Osborn, Jackson and Fran Walsh, and written by Walsh, Philip Boyen
and Jackson. Continuing the plot of two towers, Frodo, Sam and Gollum make their final road to Mount Destiny in Mordor to destroy One Ring, unaware of Gormum's true intentions, while Gandalf, Aragorn, Legolas, Gimli and the rest join forces against Sauron and his legions in Mina Tyrion. It was preceded by the
Fellowship of the Ring (2001) and the Two Towers (2002). The film features an ensemble featuring Ellie Wood, Euan McKellen, Liv Tyler, Vigo Mortensen, Sean Astin, Keith Blanchett, John Rees-Davies, Bernard Hill, Billy Boyd, Dominic Monaghan, Orlando Bloom, Hugo Weading, Miranda Otto, David Wenham, Carl
Urban, John Noble, Andy Serkis, The King's Return was funded and distributed by American studio New Line Cinema, but filmed and fully edited in Jackson's native New Zealand. It premiered on 1 December 2003 at the Wellington Embassy Theatre and theatrically released on 17 December 2003 in the USA and on 18
December 2003 in New Zealand. The film was highly appreciated by critics and viewers, who saw it as a landmark in filmmaking and the fantasy film genre. It earned $1.142 billion worldwide, making it the 2003 film with the highest grossing bounce and the second highest-grossing film of all time at its release, as well as
the new line-released film with the highest grossing bounce. It was also the highest grossing film released by parent company Time Warner, until it was beaten by Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows in 2011 - Part 2. The return of the king is widely regarded as one of the biggest and most influential films ever made. The
film received countless awards; At the 76th Film Academy Awards, it won all eleven awards, for which it was nominated: Best Picture, Best Director, Best Adapted Screenwriter, Best Art Direction, Best Costume Design, Best Film Editing, Best Original Score, Best Original Song for Song in the West, Best Sound Mixing
and Best Visual Effects, thus tying the record for the most Academy Awards won by a single film, and holding the record for the highest Plot Two Hobbyites, Sméagol and Déagol, fish when Déagol discovers one ring in the river. Sméagol's mind is surrounded by the Ring, and he kills his friend for it. He retreats into the
Misty Mountains as the Ring turns his body and mind until he becomes a creature in The Gollum. Centuries later, during the Ring War, Gandalf leads Aragorn, Legolas, Gimli and King Théoden to Isengard, where they are reunited with Merry and Pippin. Gandalf regains saruman's palantir, and the band returns to Edora
to celebrate victory at Helm's Deep. That night, Pippin looks into the palantir, and Sauron sees him. From Pippin's vision, Gandalf judges that Sauron will attack Gondor's capital, Minas Tiritha. He goes there to warn Gondor's steward Denethor, taking Pippin with him. The Gollum leads Frodo Baggins and Samwise
Gamgee to Minas Morgul, where they watch the Leader of the Nine Nazgûl, the Angmar witch king, lead an army of orcas towards Gondor. The Hobbits begin to climb a stairs carved in the face of a cliff leading to a secret tunnel in Mordor, unaware that Gollum was planning to kill them and take the Ring. The witch king
and his forces strike and take over Osgiliath, forcing Faramir and his garrison to retreat to Mina Tirith. Gollum gets rid of the Hobbit food, blaming Sam for believing Sam wants the Ring, Frodo tells him to go home before he and Gollum continue their journey to the tunnel leading to Mordor. Gollum bites him, penetrating
the mia of the giant spider Shelob. Frodo narrowly runs away and confronts Gollum, saying he must destroy the Ring for both. Gollum attacks Frodo but falls into the abyss. Frodo continues, but Shelobah discovers, paralyzes and binds him. Sam comes back and injures Schelobah, taking him away, but then hides when
Ortz appears and takes Frodo with him. Orx are going to execute Frodo, but they end up fighting each other for ownership of a frodo mithril vest; distraction allows Sam to save Frodo, and they run away before moving on to continue their journey. When King Theoden gathers Rohirrim's army, Aragorn learns from Elrond
that Arven is dying, having refused to leave Middle Earth to be with Aragorn after seeing his future son's vision. give Aragorn Anduril, who bared King Elendil's sword Narsil, so that Aragorn could regain his birthright and gain reinforcements from Dunharrow's ghostly dead. Joined by Legolas and Gimli, Aragorn goes to
the dead men's nest, pledging to free them from Isildor's misfortune in the curse if they come to Gondor's aid. Faramir is badly injured after a futile effort to recover Osgiliath; Believing his son is dead, Denethor is in madness. Gandalf has been left to defend the city against an Orca army led by Gothmog. When the
Gothmog army forces its way into the city, Denethor tries to kill himself and Faramir at the stake. Pippin warns Gandalf, and they save Faramir, but a burning Denethor jumps to his death from the top of Minas Tirith just before the arrival of Théoden and his nephew Éomer with Rohirrim. During the ensuing battle, they are
overwhelmed by the mortal wounds of Oliphaunt-riding Haradrim and the Witch King in Théoden. Just as the Witch King prepares to finish Théoden off, his niece Éowyn fights and manages to assassinate the Witch King with the help of Merry; After that, Éowyn tends to Théoden, and they bid every farewell before
Théoden dies in front of his niece. Aragorn then arrives with the Army of the Dead, which overcomes Sauron's forces and wins the battle. Aragorn releases the dead from their curse. Aragorn decides to march through the Black Gate as a nuisance for Frodo and Sam to reach Mount Destiny. Aragorn's army pulls out
Sauron's remaining forces and empties Mordor, allowing Frodo and Sam to reach the volcano, but Gollum attacks them just when he reaches Mount Destiny. Sam manages to fend him off, and Frodo enters the volcano. Inclined in front of Sam on a ledge over volcanic lava, he obeys the Ring and claims to be his own,
putting it on his finger. Gollum finds the invisible Frodo and attacks him, biting his finger to retrieve the Ring. Frodo attacks Gollum in an effort to regain the Ring, and in the ensuing battle they both fall off the ledge. Gollum falls into the lava with the Ring and dies. Frodo clings to the ledge, and Sam saves it, the ring
disintegrates lava. As Frodo and Sam escape, Sauron's eye explodes and a mountain of destiny erupts. Gandalf flies in with eagles to save the Hobbits, who wake up in Minas Tirit and are reunited with a survivor's scholarship. Aragorn has been crowned king of Gondor and takes Arven as his queen. Hobbyites return
home to the Shire, where Sam marries Rosie Cotton. A few years later, Frodo travels from Middle Earth to the Immortal Lands with his uncle Bilbo, Gandalf and the elves. He leaves Sam Westmarsh's Red Book detailing their adventures in detail. Sam returns to the Shire, where he hugs Rose and their children. Cast
Additional information: Cast of the Lord of the Rings film series Like previous trilogy films, The Return of the King is an ensemble,[6] and some of the cast and their respective characters include: Elijah Wood as Baggins: A young Hobbit who continues his quest to destroy the Ring, which continues to torture him. Sean
Astin as Samwise Gamgee: Better known as Sam, Frodo's loyal Hobbit gardener and companion. Andy Serkis as Sméagol Trahald / Gollum: a miserable and treacherous Hobbit-like creature who was once one of the river folk (a race similar to the Hobbits) and now leads Frodo and Sam in Mordor. The first scene in the
film depicts him in his former life as Sméagol, the murder of his relative Déagol for holding the Ring, as well as his degeneration in Gollum. Ian McKellen as Gandalf the White: The Wizard of Istari, who travels to help Gondor's men by acting as a general under siege by Gondor. Viggo Mortensen as Aragorn elessar: A
Dúnedain ranger who finally has to face his fate as king of Gondor. Cate Blanchett as Galadriel: Elven-Queen of Lothlórien, who is aware of the time of the elves, is the end. John Rhys-Davies as Gimli: dwarf warrior and companion Aragorn along with Legolas. Rhys-Davies also voices Treebeard: ENT leader. Bernard Hill
as Théoden: The King of Rohan, who after his triumph at Helm's Deep is preparing his troops for the Battle of the Pelennor countryside. Billy Boyd as Peregrin Took: Better known as Pippin, a Hobbit who looks into the palantir and later becomes a Gondor esque. Dominic Monaghan as Meriadoc Brandybuck: Better
known as Merry, Frodo's cousin who becomes Rohan's Eskimos. Orlando Bloom as Legolas Greenleaf: instilled prince of Mirkwood and skilled archer who helps Aragorn in his quest to regain the throne. Hugo Weading as Elrond: Rivendella's Elven-King, who must convince Aragorn to take the throne. Liv Tyler with
Arven Undómel: Elrond's daughter and Aragorn's true love, who renounces her immortal life with Aragorn. Miranda Otto as Éowyn: Théoden's niece, who wants to prove herself in battle and begins to fall in love with Aragorn, who does not give up her love. In the film's extended cut, she finds love for Pharaoh when they
both live in the Healing Home. David Schnem as Faramir: Prince of Gondor stewards and leader of Gondour Rangers, who defends in vain Osgiliath, who is looking for the love of his father. Karl Urban as Éomer: brother of Éowyn, who serves as chief marshal of the Rohan riders and heir to his uncle's throne. John Noble
as Denethor: Gondor's steward and father of Faramira and Boromir, whose grief over Boromir's death and despair at Mordor's superior figures drive him into madness during the Siege of Gondor. Ian Holm as Bilbo Baggins: Frodo's elderly uncle, who is rapidly obsolete after the Ring was cast. Sean Bean as Boromir:
Faramira's brother and the fallen companion of Aragorn, who appears in a flash of his death at the end of The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring and the extended cut when his father has hallucinations. Marton Csokas as Celeborn the Wise: The Elven-King of Lothlórien. Lawrence Makoare as witch-king: Lord
who is leading the Mordor attack on the Minas tirith. Makoare also plays Gothmog: Orc Commander, voiced by Craig Parker. [7] Thomas Robbins as Déagol Nahald: Sméagol's cousin Next appears only in the extended edition of Christopher Lee as Saruman the White: The Wizard of Istari, the former head of the Istari
Order and its White Council, who is now trapped in Treebeard until he is killed by his own servant Gríma. Brad Dourif as Gríma Wormtongue: Saruman's sycophantic, treacherous servant who was shot by Legolas after stabbing his master. Bruce Spence as Sauron Mouth: Sauron's ambassador at the Black Gate. There
are also camels from Peter Jackson, Richard Taylor, Gino Acevedo, Rick Porras and Andrew Lesnie on board the Corsair ship, although they all appear only in the Extended Edition except Jackson. Jackson also has another unofficial cameo as Sam's hand confronts Shelobah. [8] Sean Astin's daughter played Sam and
Rosie's eldest daughter Elanor in the final scene of the film; in the same scene, Sarah McLeod's daughter plays her youngest son. Jackson's children also came as Gondorian extras, while Christian Rivers played a gondorian warrior guarding the beacon Pippin lights, and is later seen injured. Royd Tolkien cameos as a
ranger in Osgiliath,[9] while in the extended edition Howard Shore appears as a celebratory warrior in Edoras. In addition, four of the designers of the Lord of the Rings strategy battle game are depicted as Rohirrim at Pelennor. At the end of the film, during the closing credits, each cast member receives a sketched
portrait morphed with the real photo next to their name, sketched by Alan Lee, an idea proposed by Ian McKellen. [11] Comparison with the source material As with all of Peter Jackson's film adaptations the Lord of the Rings, many events, timelines and geographical distances are compressed or simplified. Most major
events from the books are included, leaving only very few events from the novel released from the film; however, there are some events in the film that have changed significantly from novels. There are some events that can only be seen in the film, and no specific details can be found in the books. The royal return
version of the film features key scenes that took place in the middle of the novel Two Towers, but were not included in the film version, such as Shelobah's Attack and Palantír Subtitle, thanks to Jackson's film alignment events to fit the timeline as described in the book's additions rather than the main prose. [12]
However, the plot of the second half of Book III is either completely omitted (Chapter Road to Isengard) or shown in only one scene (voice of Saruman in the chapter). Saruman's murder by Gríma (shown only in the Extended Edition) is being moved to Isengard's visit as the Shire's leaching was reduced. In the film,
Saruman drops a palantir when he is fatally attacked, whereas book Gríma throws it at a scholarship without realizing its value. In the film, all companion trips from Isengard to Minas Tirita are compressed and simplified, as the whole company travels from Isengard to Edoras and arrives there at the same time to recover
from Helm's depths battle. Pippin looks at the palantír taking place in Edoras, and he and Gandalf leave Minas Tirith from there, but in the book it happens Dol Baran with Nazgûl's appearance on the winged steed, and they stay in Edora for only one night. Unlike the film, Aragorn and Toden go on a walk from Dola Baran
to Helm's depths to relax at night. It's in Hornburg, where Aragorn looks into the palantir (as opposed to the extended edition of the film, in which he does it much later in Mina Tirit after the Battle of the Pelenor Countryside) and decides to take the paths of the dead. In the film, Aragorn and Theóden depart not before
their capture in Danharrow, but in the book Aragorn and Dúnedain (which is not in the film) drive from Helm's Deep across the countryside to Edora and then to Dunharrow and Dimholt, while in the book Théoden drives slower along mountain trails and arrives in Dunharrow after Aragorna and his comrades. It is believed
that Theoden went straight from Danharrov to Minas Tirita, skipping his brief return to Edoras from Dunharrow to gather all the remaining forces there, according to the book. The sequence of dead roads adds a conversation between Aragorn and the King of the Dead (in the book The Dead Do Not Speak At All) and a
scene in which companions must flee an avalanche of skulls, but leave an encounter with Baldor's skeleton. In contrast to the book, the viewer is not told what happened in Lebennin between Aragorn and Umbara corsair. The extended edition does not match the Gondor map, as the company sees a close river with
Corsair ships immediately after leaving The Haunted Mountain. In the book, the Anduin River is several hundred miles farther east and requires a much longer journey with the Army of the Dead following behind, taking terror to the cities they follow along the way. Elronda and Arwen's subtitle, which argues about
Arwen's fate, stems from Additions, but it is largely expanded in the film, as is Arven and Elonda's relevance to the story. Denethor, Gondor's steward, was a more tragic character in the book. In the film, sheer grief over Boromir's death has led him to despair, and he has given up any hope of defeating Sauron before
Gandalf arrives at Mina Tirit. Thus, Ms. Gondor is not included in the film, and the chief captains and generals (including Imrahil of the Tower Guard and the Knights of Dola Amrot) are absent. In the book, he has already ordered lighthouse lighting before Gandalf arrives, while he refuses to light them up in the film, and a
sequence in which Pippin secretly lights them up. was invented for the film. The film only points to Denethor's use of palantír, which makes him crazy, information discovered in a Pyre scene that includes Shadowfax and is more violent than a book. Aware of the very long distance between Rath Dínen and the front of the
off-push battle, Jackson is a denethor jumping off the Citadel in addition to burning Pire, one of the earliest changes. [13] The film does not show the Ramma echor surrounding the Pelennor fields, and the fields themselves in the films are empty lawns, not rich farmland dotted with small villages in the book. The pelennor
rural combat is also being changed: although Faramir is on a suicide mission, the conflict is simplifying the siege of Osgiliath. In the absence of generals such as Forlong and Imrahil, Gandalf commands minas Tirith's defence because of Denethor's despair. While Denethor gives the order to Gandalf in the book, in this
film Gandalf forcibly takes control after Denethor tells his men to run instead of fight. Hurricanes and trolls also never get into the city in a book. The witch king enters and stands up to Gandalf before Rohirrim arrives, but in the film Orz invades the city after breaking the groove from the gate. The confrontation occurs
while Gandalf drives to the rescue of Pharaoh, during which Gandalf has broken his staff in the film (but not in the book). The subtitle, in which Rohirrim is helped by a primitive Drúedain during a trip to the besieged Gondor, is cut from the film. The Red Arrows brought by the messenger from Gondor to ask for help are
not present. Éowyn's presence on the battlefield is unknown to the reader until she pulls off her helmet, but in the film viewers are aware of it because it would have been difficult to get Miranda Otto to play a man. [14] When hope seems lost, Gandalf comforts Pippin with a description of immortal lands, a descriptive
passage in the last chapter of the book. [12] The film depicts an army of the Dead fighting in battle, whereas in the book they are released from service before, helping Aragorn defeat the Umbar corsairus in the port city of Pelargir in Löbennin; Aragorn's reinforcements are only more Gondorians, and Dúnedain, the
people of Aragorn (northern Rangers). Unstoppable and invulsive force, the dead destroy Sauron's forces. The film also cuts out several supporting characters, such as Aragorna's friend Halbarad, who helps direct Dúnedain, Beregond, a member of the Gondor's Citadel Guard whom Pippin befriends, and Elladan and
Elrohir, elrond's twin sons, who deliver the Aragorn banner and accompany him to the Pelennor fields. Elladan and Elrohir are replaced in the film by Elrond, taking Anduvre to Danharrov instead and then returning to Rivendel. In the books, Aragorn has no doubts about his fate, but had already decided to claim the
throne of Gondor from the beginning of quest; so it was he who Narsil's rubble was forged by Anduril in Rivendel, carried from there throughout the journey. The film also changed the circumstances of Toden's death; his death speech, in which he names Éomer as the new king in the book, is trimmed and delivered to
Éowyn, not Merry, with an earlier scene in Extended Edition, even implying that Éowyn is next in line to the throne. Théoden's rally speech (To Death!) before the initial accusation in the film Éomer speaks in a book when he believes that both Théoden and Éowyn have been killed in battle with the Witch King. [12] The
extended edition presents abbreviated scenes from the chapters of the book in the Healing Houses: The Warlord, Athel's Speeches, the Comical Conversation with the Herbmaker, the woman Jort, and her saying about the king's healing hands and the subsequent realization of Aragorn's true identity have been
neglected. In the film, Aragorn carries the power of all the remaining men of Rohan and Gondor to the Black Gate without incident. The book discusses tactics, forces divide and fight smaller clashes between Anórien and Ithilien before the army (only part of the full force of the peoples) reaches morannon. The romance
that develops between Éowyn and Faramir during their recovery at home of healing is also greatly reduced, perhaps to keep the attention of Aragorn and Arwen; in the extended edition, the subtitle is given only briefly by a scene in which the two holding hands. [12] Sam and Frodo's biggest divide in their friendship due to
the machinations of Gollum never happens in the book, but the writers added it, believing that it has added drama and greater complexity to frodo's character. Frodo enters Shelobah's dead in the film alone, whereas in the book he and Sam went in together. This was done to make the scene more horrifying, with Frodo
being alone, and Sam's rescue more dramatic at the last minute. Frodo's test at Cirith Ungol Tower and the subsequent rescue of Sam are also changed; In the book Frodo is undressed, beaten and mercilessly interrogated in orcas, but in the film he is tied up, but only shortly before Sam's arrival he is threatened by an
orca. Frodo and Sam's reunion in the film is also shorter and less emotional than in the book; Instead of comforting the physically injured and severely traumatized Frodo, as in the book, Sam, after killing orca, who threatened Frodo but had not hit him, briefly accepts his apology for having doubted him and gives the Ring
to him before suggesting that they find some Orc clothing to wear Frodo. In the film, Sam also doesn't experience the delusions of grandeur about what he might do if he took the Ring himself, as he does in the book. Sam instead overcomes a very brief moment of temptation, which, instead of stemming from thoughts
about how he might use the Ring for himself, seems to come from his concern for Frodo and wants to reduce the damage to the Ring. your friend by sharing the burden. Also in the film, viewers don't know that Sam has the Ring until he gives it to Frodo, while in the book the reader knows that Sam has the Ring. As Sam
and Frodo are diverted into Orc's march in Mordor and about to collapse, in the film's Extended Edition, they start a false fight among themselves and thus cause some chaos during which they manage to escape, instead slipping away during traffic jams caused by several armies trying to get through the narrow
Isenmouthe, as the novel says. The film was also rewritten the fall of Gorlum in The Vic of Mount Destiny, because the writers felt Tolxin's original idea (Gollum just slips and falls) was anticlimatic. Initially, an even greater deviation was planned: Frodo would heroically shove Gollum across the ledge to destroy him and
the Ring, but the production team eventually realized that it looked more like Frodo's murder to Gollum. As a result, they had Frodo and Gollum's fight to hold the Ring and both accidentally swept over the edge. [12] Statue of Sauron from the films Lord of the Rings. In addition to the fact that the film does not contain
shots, these include other large sauron attacks on various regions of the Middle Earth, to which the king's return to the body is only briefly referred to[12] and which are expanded into additions; The invasion of Rohan by the Moria Orcs, the attacks by Dol Guldur's forces in the kingdom of Lothlórien and Thranduil
Woodland, as well as the attack on Dale and Lonely Hill by the force of Easter. [12] These events are stated in Legola's commentary (including the book) that the other peoples of Middle Earth are unlikely to go to war in Gondor because the war has already arrived in their own lands. There are several changes in the
battle of the black gate: Merry is not present in the book, Pippin does not kill the troll, as he does in the novel (instead, Aragorn fights alone), the eagles fight and defeat some of the installed Nazgûl (while Frodo, putting on one ring, distracted Nazgûl, who sped away to The Mountain of Destiny in the book before a
confrontation could take place) - and Aragorn kills Sauron's mouth in the extended edition of the film, but not in the book. [12] More changes were planned: Sauron himself would come out physically to fight Aragorn, who would only be saved by the destruction of the Ring. Jackson eventually realized that it ignored the
meaning of Aragorn's true courage, distracting Sauron's army from overwhelming odds, and the computer-generated Troll was placed over the footage of Sauron in the finished film. In the book after the destruction of the Ring, Sauron's spirit rises like a black cloud from the ruins of the Barad-dûr dûr before being blown
away by the wind, but in the film Sauron's eye bursts into flames and then explodes as the barad-dûr collapses. As in all of Jackson's Middle Earth adaptations, eagles don't talk. During the battle for Minas Tirith, the White Tree it has been shown to have one white flower, thus donating on its own during the coronation of
Aragorn. Thus, the film ignores the story of the book, in which Gandalf and Aragorn find seedlings of white wood in the mountains and plant it in the yard instead of the still dead tree. Although the film still works about 20 minutes after the climactic fall of the barad-dûr, many subsequent events from the book are released
or significantly changed in the film. Aragorn's coronation takes the form of a magnificent ceremony at the Citadel of Minas Tirith, as opposed to the book, where Aragorn is crowned in his tent in the Pelennor countryside before entering the city. Completely missed is the camp in the Kormalen field, Aragorn's business in
Mina Tirit, Aragorn and Arven's wedding, galadriel and Celeborn in attendance at ceremonies and their subsequent journey with the company, Théoden's funeral in Edoras, a complete journey back to the Shire with stops in Rivendell and Bree, and a Shire washout that screenwriters always cleaned up as anticlimatic. [12]
Since Saruman is killed long before, after a fight at Helm's depths in the film, he is unable to exact revenge on Frodo and hobbies, spoiling the Shire, as depicted in the books. In the film, the Shire, returning, is practically unchanged, and their friends and neighbors seem unaware of the climactic events that have taken
place outside their borders. Thus, the tribute that Merry and Pippin earned in the Battle of Bywater and the work to restore the Shire using the Galadriel gift do not appear in the film. At the end of the book, Frodo and Sam leave the Shire alone, meet Galadriel, Elrond and Bilbo on the way to Woody's end and meet
Gandalf in Grey Havens when Merry and Pippin arrive just in time to say their goodbyes and escort Sam back to Bag End. In the film, however, all the Hobbyites travel with Gandalf to Haven to find the elves waiting there, including Celeborn, who remains in the book in The Middle Earth. When Sam returns to the Shire, it
is not shown that he lives in Bag End (where he lives with Rose in the book), but in another hobbit hole of his own. Production Main article: Production of the film series Lord of the Rings Serial Lord of the Rings was the first time three separate instalments (excluding shooting shoots) were written and received at the
same time. Jackson found King's return the easiest of the films because it contained the climax of the story. [15] The king's return was originally the second of two planned films, Miramax, between January 1997 and August 1998[16] and more or less in its finished structure, as the first film had to close with the battle of
Helm's deep two towers. [17] Filming took place in several units across New Zealand between 11 October 1999 and 22 December 2000, and shots were taken six weeks before the film was released in 2003. Design the city of Minas Tirith was built from of Helm's ladies, while the extensive shots were of miniatures. The
Middle Earth, as conceived by Jackson, was designed primarily by Alan Lee and John Howe, former Tolkin illustrators, and was created by Weta Workshop, which handled all the weapons, armor, miniatures, prosthetics and creatures of the trilogy, as well as the Department of Arts, which built the sets. Richard Taylor led
Weta, while Grant Major and Dan Hennah organized planning and construction, respectively. The city of Minas Tirith, which glittered briefly in both previous films, is on full display in this film, and he therefore the Gondorian civilization. The huge sound signal was erected in dry creek quarry, outside Wellington, from
helm's Deep set. The gates of this set became Minas Tirith's second, while the exterior of Hornburg became the scene of an extended edition in which Gandalf confronts the Witch King. The new structures included 8m high gates with broken and continuous versions, with a work opening and closing mechanism, with
ravines inspired by the San Giovanni Baptist. Each house also had four street levels with heraldic motifs inspired by Syen. [18] There was also Citadele, the exterior of which was a backlot of Stone Street Studios using a forced perspective. It has a withered white tree built from polystyrene by Brian Massie and the
Greens with real branches influenced by ancient and gnawed Lebanese olive trees. The interior was located in a triple jump former factory in Wellington, and the colour is influenced by Charlemagne's chapel with the throne of Denethor carved from stone and past kings' polystyrene statues. Gondorian armor is designed
to depict evolution from the prologue of the first Númenóreans film with a simplistic seabird motif. Inspiration served as 16th-century Italian and German armor,[19], while civilians wear silver and black toes, as designed by Ngila Dickson, continuing the appearance of the ancient/medieval Mediterranean basin. [20] Minas
Morgul, Cirith Ungol Staircase and Tower, and Shelob's Lair were designed by Howe, with the Morgul Road, using a forced perspective in a blue glass miniature. Howe minas Morgul's design was inspired by the experience of pulling out the tooth of wisdom: in the same way, orcs have put their twisted designs on the
former city of Gondorian. [21] Cirith Ungol was based on Tolkien's design, but when Richard Taylor found it boring, it was transformed with more toging angles. [22] The cabin set, like Minas Tirith, was built as a few several levels, which could indicate a larger structure. [18] The third film introduces the giant spider
Shelobah. Shelob was developed in 1999,[22] with a body based on tunnelweb spider and head with many plants chosen by Peter Jackson's children from one of many sculptures. Jackson himself was very happy to plan the sequence, being an arachnophobe himself. [19] Shelob's Lair inspired and sculptures from the
existing isengard cave set. [18] The return of the king also draws attention to dunharrow's dead people and the evil Haradris from the south of Middle Earth, people driving mûmakil. The dead men have Celtic influence, as well as lines and symmetry to reflect their morbid condition[18], while their underground city is
influenced by Petra. [21] Haradrim was greatly influenced by African culture until Philip Boyens expressed concern about the possibility of offensiveness, so the finished characters instead have Kiribati's influence in terms of weading armor from bamboo and Aztecs using jewelry. There's also one dead man built. [19]
Other small cultures include Corsairs with an exotic, swarthy look and Grey Havens, Elven structures adapted to stone, with influences from J.M. W. Turner paintings. [22] The main photograph of King's Return was taken in 2000, although Astina's coverage of Gorum's attempt to separate Frodo and Sam was filmed on
November 24, 1999, when flooding in Queenstown stopped focusing on Ring Fellows. [8] Some of the earliest scenes in the film were actually shot last. Hobbyton, home to the Hobbits, was shot in January 2000 with early scenes from The Fellowship of the Ring, shot in an exterior at a farm in Matamat, while interior
scenes were captured at Stone Street Studios in Wellington,[23] shared with a sequence of Grey Havens. Because of the high emotions of filming the scene, the cast was desperate when they had to shoot it three times because of a lack of continuity in Sean Astin's costume, and then negatives that created outside the
focus reel. [8] Rivendell's interior was also shared with previous films in May. The Battle of the Black Gate was filmed in April[24] in the Rangipo Desert, a former minefield. [25] [26] New Zealand soldiers were hired as extras while guides were insc veining unexploded mines. The Monaghan and Boyd scale doubles match
during the charge sequence was also a cause for concern. Meantime, Wood, Astin and Serkis filmed on Mount Ruapehu for the exterior of Mount Destiny. Namely, they spent two hours shooting Sam, lifting Frodo on his back with an inter-camera coating. The scenes shot in June were The Paths of the Dead in various
locations, including Putangirua Pinnacles. In July, the crew shot some scenes of Shelobah, while in August and September time was spent on the scenes in Isengard. Monaghan and Boyd tried many take from their entrance, emphasizing the word not inseparable when they smoked the pipe in no skin. Christopher Lee
spent most of his part of the scene alone, although McKellen and Hill came on the first day on a few lines to help. [8] In October, Edora's exterior was shot. The Rohirrima ride, where Théoden runs a projectile in the Orca Army, was filmed in Tweedle with 150 extras on horseback. The Battle of the Pelennor fields has a
wider use of computer generated images, unlike action in Helm's fist battle in the second film. Faramira's attempts to recover Osgiliath,[27] were also filmed, as were the scenes in the city selves. [28] At this point, production was very hectic, with Jackson moving around ten units a day, and production finally being packed
into minas Tirith sets as well as second units shooting parts of the siege. Just as the Hobbit actors' first scene was hiding from Ringwraith under a tree, their last scene was a shot of the reaction on the blue screen of the people of Minas Tirith bowing to them. [8] Pick-ups 2003 pickups were filmed in the parking lot of a
Wellington studio, where many parts of the sets and blue screens were used to complete scenes that the design team had to work 24 hours to prepare the right sets for a particular day. [18] The shooting continued for two months and became an emotional farewell to casting and crew. The film has the widest list of re-
films given to the trilogy. Jackson took the time to re-shoot Aragorn's coronation, rushing for a day on December 21, 2000 under the guidance of second unit director Geoff Murphy. Jackson also repeatedly shot scenes in and around Mount Destiny,[8] and Theoden's death, just after Bernard Hill was destined to wrap. [14]
There was also Gothmog's new character. It was an essential new addition to the design for the film, as Jackson felt mordor's orca was miserable compared to the second film Uruk-hai after watching the mounting cuts, and thus Weta Workshop created a grotesque new über Orcs as antagonists for viewers to focus on.
Christian Rivers also transformed the Witch King, and all his scenes were re-shot because there was no ambiguity from readers about whether Sauron was on the battlefield or not. [19] With a positive response, Bloom Legolas was given a fight with mûmak,[29] and Howard Sorr also appeared in a cameo during a
drinking game for Legolas and Gimli in Edoras. The last scenes taken were Aragorn's escape from the Skull Avalanche, and Frodo finished his book. Casting also received various prophecy related to their characters, although John Rees-Davies burned his closing Gimli prosthetic. Vigo Mortensen said goodbye to the
cascading team. [8] The receipt ended on 27 June 2003. [29] The scenes then captured included various live footage of riders on the Battle of The Pelennor Fields and Serkis' reaction shot when Gollum finally realizes Frodo is planning to destroy the Ring shot at Jackson's house. [31] In the case of extended DVDs, in
March 2004, Jackson created some footage of skulls trimming the avalanche scene; this was the last shot ever taken for a trilogy, and Jackson noted that it should be the first time a director has shot scenes for a movie after it had already won an Oscar. [32] Post-production editing began in November 2002, completing a
41/2-hour storyboard for a film that Annie Collins completed in 2001 and 2002, from 4-hour marys. For example, Théoden, who led the prosecution, minutes lasts up to 90 seconds. Jackson reunited with longtime collaborator Jamie Selkirk to edit the film's finale. Like The Two Towers, they would have to deal with multiple
storylines, and Jackson paid attention to each storyline at the same time before deciding where to mix. Most importantly, they spent three weeks working on the film's last 45 minutes[31] to properly interje and leave outside scenes such as Sauron's mouth and the fates of characters such as Legolas, Gimli, Éowyn and
Faramir. [12] The film inherited scenes originally planned to delve into the second film, including the return of Narsil, Gorlum's backstage and Saruman's exit. But Saruman's scene created a structural problem: to kill the villain of the second film, when Sauron is the main villain in the storyline. [31] Despite pickups and
dubbers, the scene was cut, causing controversy with fans and Saruman actor Christopher Lee, as well as a petition to restore the scene. [34] Lee, however, took part in the DVD and was at the Copenhagen premiere, although he said he would never understand the reason for the cut and his relationship with Jackson
was cool. [35] However, later they will put up with Lee casting in Jackson's Hobbit movies. Jackson had a lock on only 5 of 10 rolls, and had to press 3 rolls in 3 weeks to help finish the movie. It was finally completed on 12 November 2003. [36] Jackson never had the opportunity to watch the film in full due to the hectic
schedule, and the film was only seen from start to finish on December 1 at the Wellington premiere; according to Ellie Wood, his answer was yup, that's good, pretty good. [32] Visual Effects Main article: Special effects of the film series Lord of the Rings The Return of the King contains 1,489 shots of visual effect, which
is almost three times more than in the first film and almost twice as many as in the second. The work of visual effects began with Alan Lee and Mark Lewis composing various photographs of the New Zealand landscape to create the Pelenora Country Digital Arena in November 2002. Jackson and Christian Rivers used
computers to plan the huge fight until February 2003, when footage was shown on Weta Digital. To their surprise, the 60 scheduled shots had gone to 250, and the 50,000 characters were now 200,000. [37] Despite this, they pressed, soon delivering 100 shots a week, 20 a day, and as the deadline approached over the
past two months, often working until 2 a.m. [36] For the fight, they recorded 450 movements for MASSIVE digital horses (although the deaths were animated), as well as having to deal with late additions to the film , such as trolls bursting through the gates of Minas Tirith, as well as creatures dragging Grond to the gate,
[19] and redesigning the two mûmakil Éomer shots that originally were. On a similar note of digital creatures, the Shelob head sculpture was scanned 10 times in more detail by the Canadian company than Weta had previously been able to As in previous films, actors also have extensive morphine between digital
doubles. This time Sam fell from Shelobah, where the morph is happening, with Astin hitting the ground. Legolas' attack on mûmak required many transitions to and fro, and Gollum's shots, once he had recovered One Ring and falling into the crack of Destiny, were fully animated. [37] The dead king is played by an actor
during prosthetics, and his head occasionally morphs to a more skull-like digital version, depending on the hero's mood. Sauron's mouth was also enlarged by 200% for an alarming effect. [18] The return of the king is also a practical influence. In The Denethor sequences in Pirae, when Gondor's steward threw Pippin out
of the grave, John Noble threw a size double named Fon on the prostrate Billy Boyd, who immediately shoved his head into the camera to complete the illusion. Some burning torchs were also reflected off the glass plate and into the camera when Gandalf's horse Shadowfax kicks Denethor at the stake. Due to Jackson's
request to fully represent his fantasy world, many miniatures were built, such as minas Tirith's 1:72 scale miniature, which rises to a height of 7m and is 6.5m in diameter. At 1:14 a.m., scale stages in the city were also needed, and the scene of the collapsed City of Dead Extended Edition has 80,000 small skulls, totaling
one cubic meter. [21] The miniature team finished with the Black Gate in November, after 1,000 days of shooting, and the last digital effect performed was the destruction of the Ring on November 25. [36] The Sound chapter spent the beginning of the year looking for the right sounds. The Tasmanian devil was used to
create Shelobah's scream, which in turn inspired Weta's animators, while mûmakil is the beginning and end of the lion's roar. People's screams and donkey's scream were mixed in Sauron's fall, and broken glass was used for the collapsed sounds. For rocket sales during the Siege of Minas Tirith, builders dropped
actual 2-tonne stone blocks previously lifted by a construction crane. The hassing began in a new studio on August 15, although unfinished construction work caused some annoyance. [38] The mixers quit on 15 November after three months of non-stop work. [36] Score Main article: The Lord of the Rings: The Return of
the King (soundtrack) See also: Music of the Lord of the Rings film series Into the West (performed by Annie Lennox) Written by Fran Walsh, Howard Schar and Annie Lennox, this selected song won an Oscar for best original song at the 76th Film Academy Awards. It also won a Grammy Award for best film song. Are
there problems playing this file? See Media Help. The music was composed by Howard Sorer, who previously composed the first two parts of the trilogy. Shorts watched the film's mounting cut[30] and had to write seven minutes of music a day to keep up with the schedule. [36] The result sees a full on the subject of
Gondor, originally heard in Boromir's speeches at Elonda Council in The Ring Fellow and the Osgiliath two-tower extended edition. Shorts also used a Gondor theme in his trailer for the film with the new ascendant coda (which is unique to this film). The result is the London Philharmonic Orchestra, London Voices,
London Oratorio School Schola and vocal soloists. The result is the most common of the three: effectively getting the entire length of the film, not counting the extra music written for the trailer, and various alternative versions released to the public. It also uses the greatest forces in the series: the results sections invite
two sets of timpani, eight trumpets[39] (and possibly a similar increase in the size of the horn, trombone and tuba sections), 85 singers in mixed choir[40] with additional players for all-male and all-female sections, more than fifty boys in the choir and many instrumental bands playing Celtic and Oriental instruments such
as tin whistle or pan flute. , on or off the stage. [41] One piece needed an instrument invented and developed specifically for the film: a violin with four pairs of strings instead of separate strings. Actors Billy Boyd, Vigo Mortensen and Liv Tyler also contributed to the film's music. Boyd sings on screen as Pharaoh charges
Osgiliath, Mortensen sings on screen as he is crowned king, and in the extended edition Tyler sings as Aragorn heals Eovin. Renée Fleming, Ben Del Maestro, Sissel Kirjebø and James Galway and soloists also take part in the soundtrack. Fleming is born when Arwen has a vision of her son and when Gollum recovers
One Ring. Del Maestro disappears when Gandalf sets fire to his staff to rescue fleeing gondurian soldiers from Osgiliath as Nazgûl attacks and when the eagles arrive at the Black Gate. Galway plays flute and whistle, with Frodo and Sam climbing Mount of Destiny and returning to this shire. Sissel sings Asea Aranion,
originally meant as the result of the Houses of Healing scene. The final title track Into the West was composed by Sorr with lyrics by Fran Walsh. Annie Lennox (formerly from Eurythmics) performed it and also received songwriting credit. The song was partly inspired by the premature death of a young New Zealand film
director, Cameron Duncan, from cancer, who had befriended Peter Jackson. [30] Release After two years of attention and recognition since the ring's fellowship came out, the audience and critical expectations for the final installment were extremely high. The world premiere took place at the Wellington Embassy Theatre
on December 1, 2003 and featured a director and many stars. It was estimated that more than 100,000 people took to the streets, more than a quarter of the city's population. [43] Home Media The theatrical edition of the film was released on VHS and DVD on 25 May 2004. The DVD had a set of 2 discs with extras on
the second disk. theater DVD sets for both previous films were released eight months after the films came out, but the return of King's Set was completed in five parts because it didn't have to stimulate the sequel (previous films had to wait for their follow-up shots to become available for a ten-minute preview). However, it
contained seven minutes of treaci of the entire trilogy. King's return followed a precedent set by its predecessors, releasing the extended edition (251 minutes) with new editing and added special effects and music, as well as four comments and six hours of additional material, as well as 10 minutes of fan club credits.
However, it took longer to implement this set than the rest, as casting and crew, which were no longer repeated in New Zealand due to the trilogy, were distributed around the world while working on other projects. [44] The set was finally released on 14 December 2004 in the UK and USA. The last ten minutes include a
list of charter members of the official fan club who had paid for three years of membership of the charter flight. A collector's box set was also released, featuring an extended set, as well as a sculpture by Minas Tirith and a 50-minute music documentary, Howard Shore: Creating The Lord of the Rings Symphony: A
Composer's Journey Through Middle-earth. A DVD is a DTS-ES soundtrack. There are also two humorous Easter eggs on DVD, one of which is Dominic Monaghan playing a German interviewer with Ellie Wood via satellite and another where Vince Vaughn and Ben Stiller try to convince Jackson to perform a sequel
originally shown at the 2004 MTV Movie Awards. Both images can be accessed using the call icon on the last page of both Drive 1 and Disk 2 Scenes Index. In August 2006, a limited edition of the king's return was issued. This limited edition contains two disks; the first is a two-sided DVD containing both theatrical and
extended editions of the film. The second disc is a bonus disc featuring a new behind-the-scenes documentary. The Blu-ray Theater release was released in the United States in April 2010. [45] The individual Blu-ray Disc from King's Return was released in September 2010 with the same special features as a complete
release of the trilogy, except that there was no digital copy. [46] The extended edition was released in the United States in June 2011. [47] It has a running time of 263 minutes. [48] King's Return was released on Ultra HD Blu-ray on November 30, 2020 in the United Kingdom and December 1, 2020 in the United States
along with other trilogy films, including both theater and extended film editions. [49] Shooting Box Film earned $377.8 million and Canada and $764.4 million in other countries for a total of $1.142 billion worldwide. [4] Worldwide it is the 24th highest grossing film of all time when not adjusted for inflation,[50] the highest-
grossing film of 2003 (51) is the second film of the 2000s with the highest grossing contribution to the Lord of the Rings trilogy and the highest-grossing film ever released by New Line Cinema. [52] It held the record as Time Warner's highest-grossing film worldwide for eight years until it was beaten by Harry Potter and
the Deathly Hallows in 2011 - Part 2. [53] It was the second film in history to make more than $1 billion, making it the second highest film at the time. Box Office Mojo estimates that the film had sold more than 61 million tickets in its initial theatrical run in the U.S. [54] In the U.S. and Canada, it's the 27th film with the
highest grossing rate,[55] the 2003 film with the highest grossing[56] and the highest grossing installment in the Lord of the Rings trilogy. [52] The film set an opening Wednesday record with $34.5 million. [57] This record was beaten for the first time by Spider-Man 2 and ranked seventh in the biggest opening on
Wednesday. [58] The film opened the day before midnight and was worth about $8 million. That was almost double the first-day total of The Fellowship of the Ring, which earned $18.2 million on opening day in 2001, as well as a significant increase over The Two Towers, which earned $26.1 million in its debut in 2002.



Part of the gross came from a trilogy Tuesday event that featured extended editions of the two previous films on December 16 before the first midnight screening. It continued its opening weekend of $72.6 million ($124.1 million with weekday previews). [59] Its Friday-Sunday opening weekend was at a record high in
December (beat I Am Legend for the first time). [60] The film also set one-day records for Christmas and New Year's Day (both first beat by Meet the Fockers). [61] [62] Outside the US and Canada, it is the 17th film with the highest grossing, [63] 2003 film[64] and the series' highest grossing film. [52] On its first day
(Wednesday, December 17, 2003), the film earned $23.5 million from 19 countries[57] and set an opening-weekend record outside the United States and Canada with $125.9 million over a five-day weekend overall. [65] It set opening day records for 13 of them, including the United Kingdom, Germany, Austria, Belgium,
the Netherlands, Spain, Greece, Switzerland, Scandinavia (as well as separately in Sweden, Finland, Norway and Denmark), Mexico, Chile and Puerto Rico. [57] [65] It set opening-weekend records in the UK ($26.5 million in five days), Germany, Spain, Sweden, Denmark and Switzerland. In New Zealand, where filming
took place, the film's opening day, opening weekend, one-day, Friday gross, Saturday gross and Sunday gross records with $1.7 million in four days. [65] The initial increase in the total number of checkers led optimistic studio executives to predict that the king's return would exceed The Two Towers' total income. If that
were true, then this the first trilogy of blockbuster films for each successive film that earns more at the till than its predecessor, when everyone movies were blockbuster successes. King's return has helped the Lord of the Rings franchise become the highest-movement picture trilogy of all time worldwide with
$2,917,506,956, surpassing other notable series such as the Star Wars trilogies[66] and surviving being outperformed by future trilogies such as Pirates of the Caribbean and the Harry Potter series, despite ticket price These figures do not include revenue from dvd sales, TV rights, etc. It has been calculated[67] that
gross income from sales and goods in non-register offices has been at least equal to the register for all three films. If that's the case, the trilogy's total gross income would be about $6 billion after an investment of $300 million ($426 million, including marketing costs). Critical answer Additional information: Lord of the
Rings: A film against the book Like its two predecessors, The Return of the King was released to almost universal critical acclaim. Review aggregator Rotten Tomatoes film has an approval rating of 93%, based on 275 reviews, with an average rating of 8.69/10. The consensus of the website's critics reads: Visually
breathtaking and emotionally powerful, Lord of the Rings - The Return of the King is a touching and satisfying end to a great trilogy. [68] Metacritic, which uses a weighted average, gives the film a score of 94 out of 100 based on 41 reviews, indicating universal recognition[69] and has therefore made it the highest score
in the trilogy (Lord of the Rings: Fellowship of the Ring scores 92 points out of 100,[70] and Lord of the Rings: Two Towers score 87 out of 100) [71] Viewers surveyed by CinemaScore gave the film a rare average grade on the A+ A+ to F scale, which also makes it the highest score in the trilogy based on surveys
conducted by this company (the first film was given the average grade A-, and the second the average mark A). Roger Ebert of the Chicago Sun-Times gave three and a half stars out of four sayings: King's return is such a crowning achievement, such a visionary use of all special effects tools, such a pure spectacle that
even those who haven't seen the first two films can enjoy it. [73] Richard Corliss of Time named it best film of the year. [74] Chief Critique of the Lord of the Rings: The return of the King was its duration, especially the epilogue; even rave reviews about the film commented on its length. Joel Siegel of Good Morning
America in his review of the film (which he gave A): If it didn't take forty-five minutes, it would be my best picture of the year. As it is, this is just one of the great achievements in cinema history. [75] There was also criticism of the army of the appearance of the Dead, rapidly ending the battle of the Pelenora countryside.
[76] In February 2004, a few months after it came out, the film was voted eighth for Empire's 100 most outstanding films of all time, compiled readers' top 10 lists. This forced the magazine to abandon politics, allowing only films older than a year to qualify. [77] In 2007, Total Film named King's Return the third best film in
the last decade (Total Film's publication time) behind The Matrix and Fight Club. [78] Awards Academy Awards 1. Best Picture 2. Best Director 3. Best Custom Screenplay 4. Best Initial Score 5. Best Original 6. Best visual effects 7. Best Art Direction 8. Best Costume Design 9. Best make-up 10. Best sound mixing 11.
Best Film Editing Main Article: List of Accolades received by The Lord of the Rings film series The film series The film was nominated for eleven Academy Awards: Best Picture, Best Director, Best Adapted Screenplay, Best Original Score, Best Original Score, Best Visual Effects, Best Art Direction, Best Costume Design,
Best Make-Up, Best Sound Mixing and Best Film Editing. At the 76th Academy Awards in 2004, the film won all the categories for which it was nominated and holds the record for the highest Academy Awards totals, along with Titanic and Ben-Hur, and holds the record for the highest clean sweep at the Oscars. It was
the first fantasy film to win the Academy Award for Best Picture. It was also the last film in 14 years to win the Academy Award for Best Picture until the water-shaped release in 2017, the National Review was not chosen as one of the top ten films of the year. The film also won four Golden Globes (including best picture
for drama and best director), [80][81][82] five BAFTA, two MTV Movie Awards, two Grammy Awards, nine Saturn Awards, the New York Film Critics Circle Award for Best Picture, the Nebula Award for Best Script, and the Hugo Award for Best Dramatic Presentation in Long Form. See also the speculative fiction portal
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